Offices Now Please relaunches website
Offices Now Please, one of UK's top office space directory and consultancy services, has just recently
relaunched their website at http://www.officesplease.co.uk.
Online PR News â€“ 24-August-2011 â€“ Easier-touse site design promises to make finding new office space
search a breeze.
Â
Offices Now Please, one of UK's top office space directory and consultancy services, has just recently
relaunched their website at http://www.officesplease.co.uk.
Â
The new website offers a slicker, easier-touse office space search experience more pleasing to the eye.
Â
Officesnowplease Ltd. partners Niki Fuchs and Sean Beardmore are delighted with the well-thought-out
redesign as this makes their easy '3 Steps to finding your office'Search, Select, Reporta joy to use, an
experience sought-after in today's increasingly competitive world of web services.
Â
Important information and steps are now made prominent so theres no mistaking the big aqua box is where
youd start your search in, and the big fuchsia numbers are their contact numbers. The use of round-ended
header type (VAG Rounded) further sets a friendly feel to the site.
A nice touch is the search buttonit says Please instead of Search or Go.
Â
Theres also a Popular Locations panel in the sidebar so you can just click on any of the most popular sites
without typing your search placename first. If you need to type in your search place, smart drop-downs now
show you likely choices as you type the names or postcodes.
Â
The new color scheme is also part of the big change to sort out the most important information from the least.
The most important information and the first search steps, for example, are shown in aqua blue, their contact
numbers, page numbers, and FAQ are in fuchsia and additional steps/information shown in lime green.
Supporting info at the left sidebar are in grey.
Â
Once you've made your choices, your shortlist page now has prominent buttons to either book a viewing,
delete your choices, or show more details.
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Â
The last step is registering with an online form so you can log in and Offices Now Please can contact you and
show you their recommendations.
Â
With ease of use comes faster and better service. Now, more businesses needing office spaces can make
more successful searches, and the office space businesses listed in the directory will experience more
successful hitsoh, and just say Please.
Â
Contact Information:
Offices Now Please Ltd
Beckett House,14 Billing Road
Northampton, NN1 5AW
Contact Person: Niki Fuchs
Email: info@officesplease.com
Contact No. 08006121316
Â
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